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1.

INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose

This HPCI System Risk-Based Inspection Guide (S-RIG) has been developed
to NRC inspection activities at the Susquehanna

as an aid

Steam Electric Station (SSES). The High

Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) system has been examined from a risk perspective. Com-

mon BWR accident sequences that involve HPCI are described in Section 3 both to review the

system's accident mitigation function and to identify system unavailability combinations that
can greatly increase risk exposure. Section 4 describes and prioritizes the PRA-based HPCI

failure modes for inspection purposes, and the results of a BWR operating experience review
is presented in Section 5 to illustrate these failure modes. This inspection guide also provides

additional information in related areas such

as

HPCI support systems, human errors, system

interactions and valve failures (Section 6). A summary and list of references are provided in
Sections 7 and 8, respectively.
1.2

Application to Inspections

This system RIG can be used as a reference for both routine inspections and can identify
the significance

of component failures. The information presented in Section

5 can be used to

prioritize day-to-day inspection activities and the illustrative HPCI failures can suggest multiple inspection perspectives. The S-RIG is also useful for NRC inspection activities in a response to system failures. The accident sequence descriptions

of Section

3, in conjunction

with, the discussion of multiple system unavailability (Section 6) provides some insight into
the combination

of system

outages that can greatly increase risk. Within the context

of the

HPCI system, the op'crating experience review provides some of the more unusual failure
mechanisms (including corrective actions) which is useful for the review of licensee response
to a system failure. The system RIG can also be used for trending purposes. Table 5-1 pro-

vides a summary

of the HPCI operating experience, in particular

the industry wide distribu-

tion of HPCI failure contributions. The summary section presents

a comparison

of the

SSES

HPCI failure distribution and the industry experience. Several HPCI failure modes at SSES
appear to account for a disproportionate fraction

of the

SSES HPCI system failures and are

candidates for increased inspection activity. Since the plant specific failure distribution is expected to vary over time, the Summary includes a mechanism to update and trend the SSES

HPCI experience, again in comparison to the more static industry experience.

I

2.

HPCI SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The SSES High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) system is a single train system con-

sisting of turbine-driven injection and booster pumps, piping, valves, controls, and instrumentation. A simplified flow diagram is shown in Figure 2-1. The system is designed to pump
a

maximum of 5000 gpm into the reactor vessel over

a range

of reactor pressures from

150 to

1150 psig when automatically activated by low reactor water level or high drywell pressure

or manually initiated. Two sources of cooling water are available. Initially, the HPCI pump
takes suction from the condensate storage tank (CST) through normally open manual valve

F010 and motor-operated valve (MOV) F004. The pump suction automatically transfers to
the suppression pool on low CST level or high suppression pool level. This transfer is accom-

plished by

a

signal that opens the suppression pool suction valve, F042. Once this valve is

fully open, valve-position-limit switch contacts automatically close the CST suction valve.
The system is designed to take suction from a source that is less than 170'F. Events that raise
the suppression pool temperature above 170'F may require a manual suction transfer back to
the CST.

Upon HPCI initiation, the normally closed injection valve, F006, automatically opens-,

allowing water to be pumped into the reactor vessel through the main feedwater header B. A

minimum-flow bypass is provided for pump protection. When the bypass is open, flow is directed to the suppression pool.

A full-flowtest line is also provided to recirculate water back

to the CST. The two isolation valves, F008 and F011, are equipped with interlocks to auto-

matically close the test line (if open) upon generation of an HPCI initiation signal.
The HPCI turbine is driven by reactor steam. The inboard and outboard HPCI isolation

valves, F002 and F003, in the steam line to the HPCI turbine are normally open to keep the

piping to the turbine at an elevated temperature, thus permitting rapid startup. Upon receiving
a

signal from the HPCI isolation logic, these valves

will close

and cannot be reopened until
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the isolation signal is cleared and the logic is reset. Isolation valve F002 is powered from Di-

vision I 480V AC power and controlled by isolation logic system A; F003 is powered from

Division II 250V DC power and controlled by isolation logic system B.
Steam is admitted to the HPCI turbine through supply valve F001, turbine stop valve
15612, and turbine control valve 15611, all
an HPCI

of which are normally closed and

are opened by

initiation signal. Exhaust steam from the turbine is discharged to the suppression

pool, while condensed steam from the steam lines and leakage from the turbine gland seals
are routed to a barometric condenser.

The HPCI system is automatically actuated on low reactor water level (level 2) or high

drywell pressure.

If automatic

actuation fails, the system can be manually initiated from the

control room.
References 1-6 provide additional plant specific HPCI information.

3.

ACCIDENT SEQUENCE DISCUSSION
The role of the HPCI system in the prevention of reactor core damage is valuable infor-

mation that can be applied in the normal day-to-day inspection activities.

If a plant

has its

own Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA), this information is readily available. Not only are

plant specific design and operating nuances considered, but the accident sequences, systems
and component risk importances are generally quantified and prioritized.

Since most plants do not currently have PRAs, the application of risk insights is less

straightforward. An ongoing PRA-based Team Inspection Methodology for the Risk Applications Branch
a

of NRR has developed eight representative BWR accident

sequences based on

review of the available PRAs (7). Because of design and operational similarities, these rep-

resentative accidents can be applied to other BWRs for risk based inspections. This informa-

tion can be used to allocate inspection resources commensurate with risk importance. In addition,

ifsingle

or multiple systems are degraded or unavailable, this methodology can be used

to designate those accident sequences that have become more critical due to the unavailability

of a key system(s). This can allow the inspector to focus on the remaining systems/components within a sequence to assure continued availability and minimize plant risk. Five

eight sequences include the HPCI system, for mitigation or as

a

of the

potential initiator and are dis-

cussed below.

Loss

of Hi h Pressure In ection

and Failure to De ressursize

This sequence is initiated by
feedwater, or loss

a

general transient (such as MSIV closure, loss of

of DC power), a loss of offsite power, or a small break LOCA. The reactor

successfully scrams. The power conversion system, including the main condenser, is unavailable either as a direct result

of the initiator or due to subsequent MSIV closure. The high pres-

sure injection systems (HPCI/RCIC)

fail to inject into the vessel. The major sources of un-

availability include one system disabled due to test or maintenance and system failures such

as

turbine/pump faults, pump discharge or steam turbine inlet valve failure to open. The CRD

hydraulic (CRDH) system can also be used
the failure

as a source

of high pressure injection

at SSES, but

of the second CRD pump or unsuccessful flow control station valving prevents

sufficient RPV injection. The operator attempts to manually depressursize the reactor pressure vessel (RPV), but a common cause failure

manual and automatic depressurization

of the safety relief valves (SRVs) defeats both

of the reactor vessel. The failure to depressursize

vessel after HPI failure results in core damage due to a lack

the

of vessel makeup.

Station Blackout (SBO) with Intermediate Term Failure of Hi h Pressure In'ection

This sequence is initiated by a loss of offsite power (LOOP). The emergency diesel generators (EDGs) are unavailable, primarily due to hardware faults. Maintenance unavailability

is a secondary contributor. Support system malfunctions include EDG room or bat-

tery/switchgear room HVAC failures, service water pump, or EDG jacket cooler hardware
failures. HPCI and RCIC are initially available and provide vessel makeup. To minimize the

risk of a stuck open relief valve and to reduce drywell heat loads, the SSES operators reduce
RPV pressure early in the sequence to 150-200 psig [10].
The high pressure injection systems can provide makeup until:
~

the station batteries are depleted, or

~

the system fails due to environmental conditions i.e., high lube

oil temperatures or high

turbine exhaust pressure due to the high suppression pool temperature and pressure, or
~

the RPV is depressursized and can no longer support HPCI or RCIC operation.

~

The HPCI high area temperature logic isolates the system or long term exposure to high
temperatures disables the turbine driven pump.

SSES has provided hardware and procedural guidance to address each

of these concerns

[9]. A 90 kW portable diesel generator has been procured specifically for Station Blackout
(SBO) and is stored outside the DG building.

It is designed

to supply power to the battery

~

~

chargers (2/unit) to ensure added DC endurance. The operator is instructed to bypass the sup-

pression chamber high water swap over (to maintain

a

CST suction source and lube oil cool-

ing) and bypass the high turbine exhaust trip (to prevent system isolation on high containment
back pressure) [11]. The operator is also instructed to connect the fire water supply to the

RHR system, as

a

contingency measure,

if the

SBO progresses until decay heat cannot sup-

port HPCI or RCIC operation. The vessel is then rapidly depressursized and the RHR injec-

tion valve is manually opened to permit the diesel driven fire pump to supply vessel makeup.
The reactor building environmental conditions can also impact long term HPCI system

operation. The reactor building HVAC and HPCI room cooling is dependent on AC power.

Although at SSES the high temperature isolation logic is not operable under SBO conditions,

if HPCI room

there is an EQ concern

temperature approaches 150'F. The plant actions to

monitor and control high area temperature should be reviewed including any calculations
necessary to establish a time frame for the implementation

These measures,

ifeffectively instituted,

of these actions.

should be very effective in reducing the risk as-

sociated with this sequence. The resident inspector should examine the licensee's surveillance and maintenance programs for the portable diesel generator to assure that they provide
a reasonable

assurance

of availability. In addition, the training program should

cally reviewed to confirm that the licensee maintains

a consistent

be periodi-

level of competence regard-

ing portable DG connections, suppression pool swap over/high turbine exhaust bypasses and

fire water supply/RHR connections under SBO-type conditions.
In summary, the licensee has instituted significant hardware and procedural modifications that appear to reduce the risk associated with this accident sequence. The portable diesel

maintenance/surveillance,

procedural guidance and operator training should be periodically

reviewed to assure these measures have been, and continue to be, implemented effectively.

Station Blackout with Short Term Failure of Hi h Pressure In'ection

This SBO sequence is similar to the previous sequence except the high pressure injection
systems fail early. Station battery failures (including common mode) are an important con-

tributor to this sequence, because HPI systems and the EDGs are DC dependent. As discussed
previously in the first sequence, HPCI unavailability is dominated by turbine/pump failures
and maintenance unavailability. Core damage occurs shortly after the failure

of all injection

systems.

This sequence is a major contributor to the SSES core melt risk, primarily because the
short term failures of HPI do not allow sufficient time to align the fire water supply to the vessel. As such, the SSES HPCI/RCIC availability estimates are a significant influence on the

total core damage frequency. The following sections of this report willprovide information to
assess

HPCI system and component availability.

ATWS with Failure of RPV Water Level Control at Hi h Pressure
This sequence is initiated by a transient with initial or subsequent MSIV closure and

a

failure of the reactor protection system. Attempts to manually scram are not successful, however the Standby Liquid Control System (SLCS) is initiated. By definition, the condenser and
the feedwater system are unavailable. The BWR Owner's Group Emergency Procedure

Guidelines (EPGs) had recommended RPV water level reductions to control reactor power

below 5% and the BWR representative sequence was based on that philosophy. SSES has diverged from the EPG guidance in this area. The SSES approach to ATWS does not include

RPV water level reductions to control power; HPCI and RCIC inject at full capacity with an

equilibrium water level well above the level

1

ECCS and ADS initiations. A special suppres-

sion pool heat capacity temperature limit (HCTL) of 208'F has also been defined for ATWS
to avoid depressurization

ifpossible

because

of concerns about depressursizing

a

critical re-

0

actor and subsequent low pressure ECCS flooding. Therefore, the BWR representative sequence has been modified slightly to reflect the SSES ATWS philosophy.

This sequence postulates failure to ensure sufficient RPV makeup at high pressure to
prevent core damage. There are several failure modes:
1.

HPCI is unavailable due to random failures or test/maintenance unavailability.

2. Failure to bypass the HPCI suction transfer logic results in system failure due to high lube

oil temperatures.

See SSES procedure ES-252-002 [15].

3. Failure to bypass the high turbine exhaust trip causes HPCI system isolation on high back

pressure assuming the containment remains intact, See SSES procedure ES-252-001 [16],

The inability to maintain RPV water level above the top of the active fuel (TAF) requires
manual emergency depressurization, which is expected to result in core damage before the

low pressure ECCS can inject.
The continued operability of HPCI during an ATWS event is critical. Within the context

of this accident sequence, (i.e., time available for success) the licensee capability to perform
the logic bypasses should be evaluated periodically. With regard to HPCI system availability,

the remaining sections

will discuss system failures

and availability evaluation.

Unisolated LOCA Outside Containment
The initiator is a large pressure boundary failure outside containment with a failure to

isolate the rupture. The piping failure is postulated in the following systems: main steam

(60%) feedwater (12%) high pressure injection (20%) and interfacing LOCA (8%). The percentages indicate the estimated relative core damage contribution

An interfacing LOCA initiator is defined
line which results in

a pressure

as the

of each system [12].

initial pressurization of a low pressure

boundary failure, compounded by the failure to isolate the

failed line. The failure is typically postulated in a low pressure portion of the core spray (CS)

10

system, the LPCI, shutdown cooling and (to a lesser extent), the HPCI or RCIC pump suction

or the head spray line of RHR system.
The unisolated LOCA outside containment results in a rapid loss of the reactor coolant
system (RCS) inventory, eliminating the suppression pool as a long term source of RPV in-

jection. Piping failures in the reactor building can also result in unfavorable environmental
conditions for the ECCS. Unless the unaffected ECCS systems or the condensate system is
available, long term RPV injection is suspect and core damage is likely.
There have been several HPCI pump suction overpressurization events, primarily during

surveillance testing of the normally closed pump discharge motor-operated valve [13]. This
is

of particular concern for the discharge configuration with a testable air-'operated check

valve in addition to the normally closed MOV because of the valve's history of back leakage.
The HPCI interfacing LOCA initiator seems to be less of a problem with the configura-

tion of a normally closed MOV (F006), primarily because another normally open MOV
(F007) is closed prior to the F006 surveillance. However, the concerns of the previous con-

figuration are also valid here. There must be reasonable assurance that the normally closed
F006 valve is leak tight during plant operation and, prior to stroke testing, confirmation is
necessary to assure F007 is

fully closed and willprovide the necessary protection for the up-

stream piping. Potential interfacing system LOCA precursors and steam line isolation logic

failures are presented in Section 6, Other System Considerations.

Overall Assessment of HPCI Im ortance in the Prevention of Core Dama

e

As previously stated, the high pressure injection function (HPCI/RCIC/CRDH) contribute to five

of the eight representative BWR accident

sequences.

The system failures for all

eight sequences were prioritized by their contribution to core damage (using

a

normalized

Fussell-Vesely importance measure). The HPI function in aggregate was in the high importance category. Other high risk important systems are Emergency AC Power and RPS. The

11

HPCI system itself is of medium risk importance, because of the multiple systems that can
successfully provide vessel makeup at high pressure. For comparison, other systems with a
medium risk importance are: Standby Liquid Control, Automatic/Manual Depressurization,
Service Water and DC Power.

12
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4.

PRA-BASED HPCI FAILURE MODES
PRA models are often used for inspection purposes to prioritize systems, components

and human actions from a risk perspective. This enables the inspection effort to be appor-

tioned based on

a

core damage prevention measure called risk importance. The HPCI failure

modes for this system Risk-Based Inspection Guide (System RIG) were developed from a re-

view of BWR plant specific RIGs [17-21] and the PRA-Based Team Inspection Methodology

[7], The component failure modes are presented in Table 4-1, grouped by risk significance.
The HPCI human errors are discussed separately in Section 6,

PRAs are less helpful in the determination of specific failure modes or root causes and
do not generally provide detailed inspection guidance. This makes

it necessary for an inspec-

tor to draw on his experience, plant operating history Licensee Event Reports (LERs), NRC
Bulletins, Information Notices and Generic Letters, INPO documents, vendor information
and similar sources to conduct an inspection

task, the next section presents the results

of the PRA-prioritized items. To accomplish this

of a HPCI operating experience review. The afore-

mentioned sources of HPCI information are correlated by PRA failure mode to provide illus-

trative inspection examples.

13

Table 4-1
HPCI PRA-based Failure Summary

COMPONENTS

High Risk Importance

2

Pump or Turbine Fails to Start or Run
System Unavailable Due to Test or Maintenance Activities
Turbine Steam Inlet Valve (F001) Fails to open
Pump Discharge Valve (F006) Fails to Open

Medium Risk Importance

2

CST/Suppression Pool Switchover Logic Fails
Suppression Pool Suction Valve (F042) Fails to Open
Normally Open Pump Discharge Valve (F007) Fails Closed or is Plugged
Minimum Flow Valve (F012) Fails to Open, Given Delayed Activation
F006.

of Pump Discharge Valve,

Lower Risk Importance 2
CST Suction Line Check Valve (F019) Fails to Open
CST Suction Line Manual Valve (FOIO) Plugged
Pump Discharge Check Valve (F005) Fails to Open
Suppression Pool Suction Line Check Valve (F045) Fails to open
Normally Open Steam Line Containment Isolation Valve (F002 or 003) Fails Closed
Steam Line Drain Pot Malfunctions
Turbine Exhaust Line Faults, including
~

~

Normally Open Turbine Exhaust Valve (F066) Fails Closed
Turbine Exhaust Check Valve (F049) Fails to Open

Turbine Exhaust Line Vacuum Breaker (F076,077) Fails to Operate
False High Steam Line Differential Pressure Signal
False High Area Temperature Isolation Signal
False Low Suction Pressure Trip
False High Turbine Exhaust Pressure Signal
System Actuation Logic Fails
NOTES

1.'ee Section

6 for a discussion of HPCI human errors.
2. The Fussell-Vesely Importance Measure is used to rank the system components. This measure
combines the risk significance of a failure or unavailability with the likelihood that the failure/unavailability will occur.

14

5.

OPERATING EXPERIENCE REVIE%
As previously stated, an operating experience review was conducted to integrate recent

industry experience with PRA derived failure modes. Approximately 200 HPCI Licensee
Event Reports (LERs) from the period 1985 to mid 1989, were reviewed for applicability to
the PRA failure modes for HPCI. Sixty-two LERs did not have a corresponding failure mode.

These LERs generally documented successful system challenges, administrative deviations,

or seismic/equipment qualification concerns, The remaining 140 LERs documented 159
HPCI faults or degradations. As presented in Table 5-1, these failures have been categorized
by PRA failure mode to provide
Each

a

relative indication of their contribution to all HPCI faults.

of the thirteen PRA-based failure modes that

has corresponding industry failures is dis-

cussed below. Selected LERs, identified during the operating experience review, are summaTable 5-1
HPCI Failure Summary

Failure
Number

Total
Failures»

Description
Pump or Turbine Fails to Start or Run
System Unavailable Due to Test or Maintenance

64
43

HPCI Failure
Contribution
(%)
40
27

Activities
False High Steam Line Differential Pressure
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

~,,

10

Isolation Signal
Turbine Steam Inlet Valve (F001) Fails to Open
Pump Discharge Valve (F006) Fails to Open
Suppression Pool Suction Valve (F042) Fails to Open
Minimum Flow Valve (F012) Fails to Open
System Actuation Logic Fails
False High Area Temperature Isolation Signal
False Low Suction Pressure Trip
False High Turbine Exhaust Signal
Normally Open Turbine Exhaust Valve Fails Closed
CST/Suppression Pool Switchover Logic Fails .
Systems Interactions Fail HPCI

5
5

4
3

3

2
1

<1
<1
<1
3

159'Developed during the HPCI Operating Experience Review which examined HPCI LERs from 1985 to mid 1989.
~~No PRA system failure mode; operating experience is discussed in Section 6.
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2

rized to illustrate typical failure mechanisms and potential corrective actions. Where applica-

ble, other sources of background information, including NRC IE Bulletins, Information
Notices, Inspection Reports, NUREGs, and AEOD Reports are cited. SSES failure experience over the plant

life is also integrated into the discussion of each HPCI failure mode.

For brevity, the illustrative LERs for the first failure mode, "HPCI Pump or Turbine
Fails to Start or Run", are presented in

a

table due to the varied failure modes of the subsys-

tems that comprise this failure. The text provides complimentary information on the failure

distribution within a subsystem. The balance of the failure modes are more limited in scope
and can be more sufficiently presented in the text, without the need for a tabular format.

HPCI Failure No.

1

—Pump or Turbine Fails to Start or Run

The major contributor to HPCI system unavailability, both from a risk and operational

viewpoint, is the failure of the turbine driven pump to start or continue running. This failure
mode includes many interactive subsystems and components which can make root cause

e

analysis and component repair a complex task. This has been reflected in BWR PRAs by the

variance in the subsystems that comprise this failure of the pump or turbine to start or run.

This has resulted in some confusion in the application of PRA insights to inspection. For the
purposes

of this study, this failure has

been defined as those components or functions that di-

rectly support the operation of the pump or turbine. Table 5-2 presents the subcategories that
are included in Failure No.

1

as

well as the number of faults each subcategory contributed.

The "HPCI Pump or Turbine Fails to Start or. Run" basic event accounted for 64 failures or
41% of the HPCI faults in this operating experience review.

Lube Oil Su

1

Faults

This subcategory consists of eleven failures to provide sufficient lubricating 'oil to various turbine components. As presented in Table 5-3, most

of the faults

are related to the auxil-

iary oil pump and include two bearing failures and five auxiliary oil pump pressure switch

16

Table 5-2
HPCI Pump Turbine Fails to Start or Run

—Failure Subcategories
J

Subcategory Description

LER Failures

Lube oil supply faults
Loss of lube oil cooling
Turbine stop valve failures
Turbine control valve faults
Turbine exhaust rupture disk failures
Turbine overspeed and auto reset problems
Flow controller failures
Inverter trips or failures
Turbine speed control faults, including
EGM control box
Resistor box
Ramp generator/signal converter box
Magnetic speed pickup cable
Speed control potentiometer
Motor speed changer (EG-R actuator remote servo)
Miscellaneous: Valid high steam flow during testing

11

2
5
3
5
8
5

7

16

2

Total

64

faults. In addition to the two pressure switch miscalibrations that contributed to this category,
a

similar miscalibration event occurred in 1982. The basic concern is that trip signals tend to

be less reliable, redundant and diverse than system actuation sign'als, yet the calibration interI

vals for trip signals can be greater than the more reliable initiation signals. The corrective ac-

tion for the 1982 event was to change the calibration cycle from once per cycle to annually.
Three low bearing oil pressure events were attributed to valve mispositions and one instance

of lube oil contamination. Earlier turbine oil problems occurred at Monticello in
263 83 006). References I22 and 23] provide'additional sources

1983 (LER

of information. There were

no SSES failures in this category.

Loss

of Lube Oil Coolin
The loss

of lube oil cooling can

be caused by faults in the cooling water lines to and from

the cooler, cooler leakage or flow blockage. A prolonged loss

of lube oil cooling can lead to

turbine bearing failure. The lube oil temperature is monitored by
17

a

temperature indicating

Table 5-3
HPCI Pump or Turbine Fails to Start

Failure Description
Pilot oil trip solenoid
valve aging.

Plant
Arnold

—Illustrative Examples

(Cont.)

LER/DCS No.

Root Cause

Corrective Measures

331 85 002/

Valve stuck open duc to disintegration of diaphragm which caused
valve plunger to stick above the

Valve's expendable parts now
scheduled for replaccmcnt at every
third refueling outage.

85030880075

Comments

seat.

Mechanical valve
failures.

Limerick I

352 87 015/
8710090214

Valve and actuator stems separated
at split coupling. Balance chamber
adjustmcnt drift believed to have
caused increased momentum and

Balance chamber adjustmcnt was
performed in 19&5 per GE SIL 352.
Adjustment will bc checked quarterly for a minimum of 3 quarters.

disk ovcrtravel.

Similar failure at SSES 2 (LER 388"
85 001/DCS 8502190345). Loose
valve position sensor bracket caught
on actuator housing when valve
opened. Valve failed in thc open po.

sition.
Turbine Control Valve
Faults

Control oil leak.

Oil supply linc ripple leaking be-

Fitzpatrick

333 87 003/
8707010457

Fitzpatrick to change thread lubriSix of thc eight lifting beam bolts
failed due to stress corrosion crack- cant; non-metal bearing petroleum
ing of improperly heat treated bolts. jelly rccommcnded.
Thc remaining two bolts were
cracked.

Peach

27& 85 004/
8503080425

Inner rupture disk failed duc to cyclic fatigue (alternating pressure
and vacuum within the exhaust

t

Throttle valve lifting
beam bolting failure.

Nipple rcpaircd; plant personnel informed of failure cause.

293 85 023/
8510020209

Pilgrim I

cause plant personnel stepped on
linc to gain access to control valve.

Pcr AEOD Report T906 [24[, improper heat treatment and the use of
a copper based anti-seizure compound were major contributors to
this failure.

Turbine Exhaust
Rupture Disk

Cyclic fatigue.

Bottom 3

line). Vacuum occurs during cold
quick starts with cold piping.
Water hammer induced
disk rupture.

Hatch I

321 85 005/

8502280147

Both disks rcplaccd with an improved design that has a structural
backing to prevent Ilexing during
exhaust line vacuum conditions.

Exhaust diaphragm ruptured by wa- Blocked line cleared; rupture disk
ter carryover from exhaust linc
rcplaccd.
drain pot duc to a blocked drain

line.

Improved design appears to eliminate the cyclic fatigue failure mode.

A stmtlar event occurred at Ptlgrtm
I (LER 293 85 008/DCS
8505060507). Duration and frequency of exhaust line blowdown
increased.

P

Table 5-3
HPCI Pump or Turbine Fails to Start

Failure Description

Plant

—Illustrative Examples (Cont.)

LER/DCS No.

Root Cause

Corrective Measures

Comments

254 85 001/
8503140538
254 87 006/
8906120294

Loose electrical termination on solenoid valve coil disabled thc rcmotc reset function. Failure auributcd to normal HPCI vibration.

Wiring to the valve solenoids will

The corrective action for the 1985
event apparently did not address thc
root cause of the failure.

298 87 024/
8712150165

Overspeed trip dcvicc tappet assem- Tap pet rcmachined.
bly head was binding in valve body.
Polyurcthanc tappet, previously machined pcr GE guidance, had cxpc-

Turbine Overspecd and
Auto Reset Problems

Electrical termination
failures.

Ovcrspced trip dcvicc
tappet binding.

Quad

Cities I

Cooper

bc restrained to reduce strain on thc

terminations.

Earlier event occurred at Duanc
Arnold (LER 331 86 010/DCS
8706300366).

ricnced additional growth.

Drain port blocked.

Limerick I

352 87 066/
8801120104

Drain port cleared.
Erratic stop valve operation.
Blocked drain port in ovcrspced trip
and auto reset piston assembly
caused trip mechanism to cycle betwccn tripped and normal positions.

Hatch 2

366 87 017/
8712280087

Defcctivc amplifier card and solder
joint aflributcd to aging.

Repairs performed.

Brunswick

324 87 006/
8705290011

Dropping resistor failed in thc instrument amplilicr circuitry due to
normal heat of operation.

Resistors R26, R24 and zcner diode
C24 all appeared to bc a(fcctcd by
ambient tcmpcraturcs and werc rcplaccd.

Montlccllo

263 86 002/
8602140231

Intcrmiflent operation of internal
switch contacts did not thc controller to read the flow setpoint in auto.

The slightly oxidized contacts werc
cleaned and lubricated. In the long
term, pcrmancnt jumpers will be installed to bypass the switches.

Hatch I

321 88 012/
8809290142

Loose I'astcncr caused intcrmediatc Procedures will bc rcviscd to rcgear to unmesh which prevented ad- quirc a periodic check of ihc gear
justment of thc controller setting.
train and fasteners.

Flow Controller
Failures
Failure to control in
automatic.

2

Gear train failure.

Failures appear to be aging rclatcd,
yet it appears thc liatch and Brunswick licensees do not intend to periodically replace sensitive equipmcnt or other wise address thc root
cause of thcsc failures.

Table 5-3
HPCI Pump or Turbine Fails to Start

Failure Description

Corrective Measures

Root Cause

LER/DCS No.

Plant

—Illustrative Examples
Comments

Lube Oil Supply Faults

Auxiliary oil pump

Arnold

pressure switch fails.

Drcsdcn 2

331 88 004/

Microswitch within pressure switch Microswitch rcplaccd.

8807190176

I'ails.

237 87 012/
8705280009

Loose hydraulic control system
pressure switch contacting arm.

Component adjusted.

Pump bearing failure degraded
pump performance/lower discharge
pressure bearing had been recently
replaced potential human error.

Pump replaced.
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2 additional failures duc to
miscalibration, and one attributed to
a piece of teflon tape that blocked
sensing orifice of switch.

I

Auxiliary oil pump

Fitzpatrick

failure.

87 010/
870&250141

012/8511260227) possibly due to
daily use to supply oil to turbine
stop valve.

—

Additional low bearing Fermi 2
oil pressure occur-

341 87 006/

8703160455

—All control valves

Human error
mispositioned.

renccs.

—

Similar event Pump motor bearing
failure at Cooper (298 85

Valves correctly positioned, handles Similar cvcnts at Hope Creek (354
88 010/8805310317), and Browns
rcmovcd. Surveillance revised to
check oil prcssure during turbine
Ferry I (259 85 005/8504080599).
test.

Lube oil contamination. Peach
Bottom 3

278 85 003/
8502070166

Parafin in lube oil coated piston.
caused binding

Ptston cleaned.

of hydraulic trip re-

lay.
Loss

of Lube Oil

Cooling
PCV-F035 failures.

Arnold

331 87 023/

8708180355

Formulation of a procuremcnt cngi- SSES 2 (LER 38& 86
PCV-F035 had an incorrect dia002/8602260079) also had a dianecring group.
phragm installed due to inadequate controls to update plant inforphragm failure resulting in a 5 gpm
leak. No cause stated.
mation with industry experience.

—

Turbine Stop Valve
Failures
Control oil leaks.

Fermi 2

341 85 039/
8508210171

Oil leak dcvelopcd at pilot valve as- Flange bolts torqued.
sembly/hydraulic cylinder

Similar event at Susquehanna I
(LER 387 85 026/DCS

flange

8509180037).

—bolts werc loose.

0

Table 5-3
HPCI Pump or Turbine Fails to Start

Failure Description

Root Cause

LER/DCS No.

Plant

—Illustrative Examples

(Cont.)

Correcllve Measures

Comments

Turbine Speed Control
Faults

EGM control box
malfunction.

Arnold

331 89 002/
&903060001
331 89 007/
&905030031

EGM printed circuit boards (1st
LER) and clcctronics on chassis
(2nd LER) failed due to unanticipated aging duc to long term
encrgization and possible clevatcd
tcmpcratures.

EGM printed circuit boards will bc All of the EGM control box failures
rcplaccd at eight year intervals. Ad- occurred at older plants and appear
to bc aging rclatcd.
ditional HPCI pump room cooling
added. No corrcctivc measures
stated for 2nd LER.

277 86 016/
8702090426

EGM control box had a ground.

Two printed circuit boards replaced.

298 88 022/
8810030101

Failed transistor in thc EGM control Box rcplaccd. Survcillancc procedures being expanded to verify
box.
proper functioning of the output

I

Peach

I

Bottom 2
Cooper

speed circuit.

r

260 85 015/

Resistor box design deficiency special test showed output voltage insufficient when input voltage
at design niinimum.

Resistor box modified to ensure
EGhI control box will rcccivc required voltage under worst case
conditions.

Dropping resistor
assembly problems.

Browns

Fcay 2

851 1270237

Motor spccd
changer/EG-R actuator
malfunctions.

Cooper

298 85 008/
8509300067

HPCI failed auto initiation surveil- Error was not detected during a prelance because thc electrical connec- vious test at 160 psig. Proccdurcs
tions bctwecn governor control and rcviscd to functionally test the governor control system during the low
governor valve electro-hydraulic
servo werc in error.
pressure surveillance testing.

Fitzpatrick

333 89 005/
8905190362

EG-R actuator grounded at pin con- Corrosion products removed.
nection due to thc accumulation of
corrosion products.

—

Fitzpatrick has had 2 additional
EG.R actuator failures duc to
grounding since this LER. Sec text
for morc details.

Table 5-3
HPCI Pump or Turbine Fails to Start

Failure Dcscrlptlon

—

Miscellaneous Valid
High Steam Flow
During Testing

—illustrative Examples

(Cont.)

Plant

LERIDCS No.

Root Cause

Corrective Measures

Comments

Monticello

263 87 007/
87033l0585

Used auxiliary oil pump to flush oil
through thc governor to clear a
ground. Subsequently, system isolated on startup because the oil
pump causes ihe stop tie control
valves to go full open.

A modification was proposed to
eliminate ramp generator initiation
on auxiliary oil pump startup, unless
a valid initiation signal is present.

Thc periodic use of the auxiliary oil
pump is a common practice that can
disable the HPCI system. Scc text
for further details.
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switch with control room annunciation. This category has two failures, both involving the diI

aphragm

of control valve PCV-'F035

also had an earlier failure

(see Table 5-3), including one at SSES 1. Susquehanna

of PCV-F035 (LER 387

1

83 140/DCS 8404240311). The valve

would not cycle because the motor overload heaters were burned open and the motor was
damaged. Apparently the torque switch did not actuate due to conditions in the spring pack.

Turbine Sto Valve Failures
The stop valve is located in the steam supply line close to the inlet connection of the tur-

bine. The primary function of the valve is to close quickly and stop the flow of steam to the

turbine when so signaled. A secondary function of this hydraulically operated valve is to
open slowly to provide a controlled rate

of admission of steam to the turbine

and its govern-

ing valve.
The operating experience review had 5 failures of the turbine stop valve. Two faults
were caused by large oil leaks. One failure at Duane Arnold was attributed to the aging of the

Buna-N rubber diaphragm in the pilot oil trip solenoid valve. An earlier potential aging concern was documented in IE Circular 80-07 [22] which addressed a 1979 HPCI failure to start.

This was caused by excess leakage of the piston rings in the hydraulic cylinder actuator, re-

suiting in insufficient force to open the stop valve. The failed piston rings were fabricated

from resin impregnated leather. The vendor recommended that the seals be examined for bypass leakage and replaced on a five-year schedule.

The remaining two failures~re mechanical separations of the valve stem and the actuator
steam at the split coupling. Table 5-3 summarizes these turbine stop valve faults.

An earlier actuator stem fracture provided the following additional insights:
~

The overstress area and ultimate fracture

will usually occur

at the undercut on the cou-

pling threads due to the reduced cross section. Incipient stem failure may be evidenced
by circumferential cracks in the threaded area of the stem.
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~

GE Service Information Letter (SIL) Number 352 (2/18/81), provides guidance on the

correct adjustment of the steam balancing chamber.
~

An operator should be assigned to locally observe stop valve operation for signs of erratic operation or abnormal noise after stop valve maintenance, adjustment of steam
balancing chamber, and periodically during the monthly HPCI surveillance test.

As indicated in Table 5-3, SSES has had two turbine stop valve failures, a control oil

leak and an actuator shaft failure.

Turbine Control Valve Faults
The three control valve faults are attributable to different root causes. A leaking oil sup-

ply line prevented proper operation of the valve. Susquehanna 2 apparently suffered
chanical failure (LER 388 86 008/DCS 8607300143). The last incident was
due to broken

a

a me-

potential failure

lifting beam bolts. AEOD Report T906 [24] provides additional information on

the contributors to the bolt failures.

Turbine Exhaust Ru ture Disk Failures
The HPCI turbine has a set

of two mechanical rupture diaphragms in series which protect

the exhaust piping and turbine casing from overpressure conditions. When the inner disk rup-

tures, pressure switches cause turbine trip and HPCI isolation signals. Low pressure steam

flows past the ruptured diaphragm through

a

restriction orifice directly into the HPCI room.

Rupture of the second disk would vent the turbine exhaust into the HPCI pump room without

flow restriction. The nominal-rupture pressure is approximately

175 psig.

The five turbine exhaust rupture disk failures that were a part of the operating experience

review, all occurred in 1985. As discussed in Table 5-3, one was attributed to cyclic fatigue.
The installation

of rupture disks with a structural backing (or the periodic inspection of the

older type design of disk) was recommended to prevent cyclic fatigue failures.
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Two other failures were attributed to water hammer due to carryover from the exhaust
line drain pot. AEOD Report E402 [25] provides additional, earlier examples of turbine exhaust rupture disk failures.

The remaining two failures had manufacturing defect root causes. There were no SSES

rupture disk failures.

Turbine Overs eed and Auto Reset Problems
The mechanical overspeed trip function is set at 125 percent of the rated turbine speed.
The displacement

of the emergency governor weight lifts a ball tappet which displaces

a

pis-

ton that allows oil to be dumped through a port from the oil operated turbine stop valve. This

allows the spring force acting on the piston inside the stop valve oil cylinder to close the stop
valve.
The overspeed hydraulic device is capable

of automatic

reset after a preset time delay.

Overspeed and auto reset problems contributed eight failures to the turbine driven pump

failure category. Two events were attributed to failure of the electrical termination to the reset solenoid valves. Two failures were caused by the swelling

of the polyurethane tappet in

the overspeed trip device tappet assembly head. An additional failure occurred at Dresden 2

in 1987 due to

a loose

hydraulic control system pressure switch contactor arm.

A blockage of a drain port in the overspeed trip and auto reset piston assembly caused
erratic operation of the turbine stop valve during a surveillance at Limerick

1.

The two re-

maining failures were attributaMe to miscellaneous or unspecified causes. Additional sources

of information on turbine overspeed trips

are IE Information Notice 86-14, 86-14 Supp. 1,

presented in References [26, 35 and 36). Susquehanna has not had any reportable occurrences

in this area.
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.Flow Controller Failures
The flow controller in conjunction with the electrohydraulic turbine governor, control

turbine speed and pump flow. The flow controller senses pump discharge flow and outputs a
4 to 20 milliamp'to the turbine governor to maintain a constant pump discharge flow rate over
the pressure range

of operation.

Flow controller faults accounted for five HPCI failures. One was
denced by a flow controller indicator reading

of 400 gpm when

a

miscalibration

as

evi-

the system was not in opera-

tion (LER 271 87 016/DCS 8712090152). The dominant failure (3 LERs) was the failure of
the flow controller to function in the automatic mode. Manual control was

however. The final controller malfunction was

a

still available,

loose fastener which caused a failure of the

gear train.

HPCI Inverter Tri

s

or Failures

The HPCI Inverter is powered from a 125V DC bus and ultimately powers the turbine
speed control circuit. There have been seven inveiter problems. Three were attributed to in-

ternal electronics faults, including a ruptured capacitor at SSES

1

(LER 387 87 008/DCS

8704130354), and one failure was due to overheating because of an integral cooling fan failure. These Licensee Event Reports did not consider the aging

of the electronics

as a

potential

root cause. Reference [27] provides information on inverter aging. This study has confirmed
that inverter performance is related to ambient » temper'ature and has developed specific inI 0

y

+

~

~

~ s

r

~

spection and testing recommendations to monitor inverter performance and detect incipient

failures. Two additional problems involved short term unavailability of the inverter. One was
a

blown fuse; the other was an inverter trip at SSES

1

(LER 387 88 009/DCS 8806280293)

because the high voltage trip setpoint drifted low. At the time, the battery charger, supplying

power to the inverter, was operating in equalize. The input voltage to the inverter was 144V
DC. The inverter's high voltage setpoint is normally 147V DC. Electrical maintenance per-
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sonnel lowered the equalize voltage to 142.8V DC and returned the charger to float. These ac-

tions lowered the voltage input to inverter to between 130 and 134V DC, which allowed the

inverter to reset.

In addition to the two incidents cited above, Susquehanna also experienced an earlier
problem (LER 387 82 049/DCS 8212140138). The inverter tripped during the adjustment of
the battery charger which resulted in a setpoint adjustment.

To date SSES, in particular Unit

1, appears

to have a disproportionate amount of its

HPCI unavailability due to inverter problems.
Turbine

S eed

Control Faults

The turbine speed is controlled automatically by a control system consisting of a flow

controller and an electro-hydraulic turbine governor. The turbine governor system receives
the flow controller signal input and converts

it into hydraulic-mechanical motion to position

the governor (control) valve. The system has a "ramp" generator which upon turbine start,

will control the acceleration rate up to

a speed

relative to the fiow controller output signal.

The "ramp" rate is adjustable.

Turbine speed control faults are a major contributor to the pump failure to start. The sixteen failures include six electro-mechanical governor (EGM) control box faults, two drop-

ping resistor assembly (resistor box) failures, one ramp generator/signal converter box, one

magnetic speed pickup cable,
changer/electro-mechanical

a

speed control potentiometer and four motor speed

hydraulic'(EG-R) actuator failures.

Duane Arnold experienced two EGM control box failures attributed to component aging
due to long term, constant energization, over ten years and possible degradation due to ele-

vated HPCI room temperature. A potential precursor

of these aging failures

was a 1986 EGM

calibration drift (LER 331 86 010/DCS 8706300366) which the vendor attributed to the instrument's susceptibility to fluctuation due to high ambient temperatures. Other EGM control
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box failures include a 1986 ground at Peach Bottom 2 and

a 1988

transistor failure at Cooper,

both of which could have an aging contributor. The last failure was

a

miscalibration of the

null voltage settings.
The two dropping resistor assembly entries included one resistor failure at Peach Bottom
2 (LER 277 87 020/DCS 8710140131) and a potential design related failure at Browns Ferry

2 that is discussed in Table 5-3.

The sole ramp generator and signal converter box malfunction occurred at Hope Creek in
1986. A slow HPCI response time was attributed to less than optimal turbine loop gain and

ramp time settings. Apparently these settings hadn't been modified based on power ascension
test program results.

The Hatch 2 magnetic speed pickup cable (LER 366 88 022/DCS 8810070352) was inad-

vertently damaged during HPCI maintenance, The failure prevented speed feedback to the
speed controller. This caused the governor valve to ramp
caused a steam high differential

full open

on HPCI startup and

flow isolation.

The speed control potentiometer failure occurred at Arnold in 1988 and was caused by
loose control room panel terminations.

The motor gear unit (EG-R actuator) had 5 malfunctions. One failure occurred at Cooper

during surveillance testing to prove auto initiation capability.

An EGR actuator failure due to grounding occurred at Fitzpatrick (LER 333 89 005). At

first, the failure was considered

a random event, due to

accumulation of corrosion products at

the three pin connection internal to the actuator, where the control wire passes through the ac-

tuator body. That was reevaluated after two additional failures at Fitzpatrick on October 31
and November 3, 1989. The licensee attributed

it to a design change.

The old actuator design (part number R8250-133) had an insulated three pin plug arrangement. The new design actuator (part number 9903-026) has each
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of the three pins

sepa-

rately insulated. The actuator used on the RCIC turbine is similar with respect to these connections (old part number A8250-133 and new part number A9903-016). Then new design
appears to be more affected by this form

of corrosion due to each pin being separately insu-

lated from the housing. The actuator receives lube oil flow which should have prevented the

corrosion. The licensee also had concerns about water in the lube oil which could have been

a

contributor to this problem.

A November, 1989 Dresden failure of the motor gear unit was attributed to
failure. The licensee is investigating whether HPCI room temperature was

a

a

capacitor

contributor. The

remaining failures all occurred at Quad Cities and are attributable to dirty contacts, improper
gapping of relay contacts and unspecified causes.
SSES has had two electro-hydraulic control failures, both involving the ramp generator.

One HPCI LER (387 83 106/DCS 8309130187), was attributed to a

drift in the gain of the

ramp generator signal converter. A root cause for the RCIC incident (LER 387 82 057/DCS

8212290446) was not stated. Both appear to be isolated incidents.
The HPCI turbine speed control is a very complex area that requires specialized atten-

tion. The inspector should confirm that the licensee acknowledges the complexity of the
speed turbine control by having a trained specialist on staff, a good working relationship with

the appropriate vendors and adequate vendor oversight proposed modifications or repairs.

Miscellaneous

—Valid Hi h Steam Flow Durin

Testin

Another potential system failure involves the practice of running the auxiliary oil pump
to lubricate the turbine bearings or to clear a system ground. Monticello used this practice to

attempt to clear a ground in the electro-hydraulic governor. When the fault did not clear, a
system test was initiated to confirm HPCI operability. When tlie operator opened the turbine
steam admission valve to simulate a cold quick start, the system isolated on high steam flow.

The operation

of the auxiliary oil pump

caused the hydraulically operated turbine stop valve
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to move from its full closed to its
closed position

full open position. When

it initiates a ramp generator that provides

steam admission valve, allowing

the stop valve leaves the

fully

the flow control signal to the turbine

it to move to the open position. Since the auxiliary oil pump

had been running for some time the ramp generator had timed out and a maximum steam flow

demand signal was sent to the control valve. This prevented the turbine steam admission

valve from restricting steam flow as it normally would during

a

turbine start resulting in high

steam flow and a valid system isolation.

Plant procedures address running the auxiliary pump periodically to keep the turbine
bearings lubricated. When the auxiliary oil pump is running, the high pressure coolant injec-

tion system will isolate

if an automatic

initiation signal is received at any time after the ramp

generator has timed out, which occurs after approximately 10-15 seconds. The plant has
taken the following corrective actions to address the, problem:
~

A modification

has been approved that

will eliminate ramp generator initiation while

the auxiliary oil pump is running unless a valid initiation signal occurs.
~

The high pressure coolant injection system operating procedures have been revised to

include cautions addressing system inoperability when the auxiliary oil pump is run-

ning.
~

The operating procedures that verify system operability have been revised to include

precautions about'system status before and during the test. The control system ramp

generator function during the opening of the steam admission valve is described in
these procedures.

In summary, this is a significant concern because a common plant practice has the potential to disable the HPCI system. SSES procedure OP-152-001 [37], step 3.4,4, provides the
appropriate caution to remind the operator of this interaction.
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HPCI Failure No. 2

—System

Unavailable Due to Test or Maintenance Activities

A probabilistic risk assessment develops estimates of system unavailability generally
using

a

fault tree. The fault tree is a diagrammatic representation of the known contributors to

system unavailability. In addition to'component failures, the system may not be functional
due to testing or maintenance

(TkM) activities. In a single train system, like HPCI,

maintenance activities on one component tend to disable the entire sytem.

test and

It is important

to

keep the HPCI TECUM contribution as low as possible because it is so important to system un-

availability.
This unavailability is defined
to

as the

number of hours that the system is unavailable due

TAM activities divided by the number of hours

the system is required to be operable.

If

possible, an actual plant specific unavailability should be developed. This plant specific his-

torical figure is useful for trending purposes

as a

relative gauge of HPCI availability in gen-

eral and maintenance effectiveness in particular. For example, at Duane Arnold (LER 331 86

014/DCS 8607020160) HPCI was out for maintenance for a period of 140 hrs over a 30 day

period. Assuming HPCI was required to be operable for these 30 days gives a maintenance

unavailability of .194. This is well above the values assumed in typical PRAs and should
prompt some scrutiny to assure this system inoperability is not the norm. In lieu of a plant
specific number, PRAs typically assume an unavailability of .01. Appendix B of the SSES

IPE [3] uses .01 for the estimated TAM unavailability. Since the IPE was performed when
SSES did not have a large operating database,

it's likely the experience of another, older

BWR was used. Some of these older BWRs have more restrictive tech specs with 7 day LCOs
and significant ECCS surveillance requirements when a single train or system is taken out

of

service. This serves as a potential disincentive to preventative maintenance. The standard
technical specifications do not have these requirements. In addition, newer plants typically
have more surveillance requirements than older plants. Therefore, the use
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of surrogate TAM

data can result in a significant underestimation

of system unavailability and overall plant risk.

For example, during a Limerick Generating Station, Unit
gion I inspectors determined the HPCI Cycle

1

1

Inspection (50-322/88-24), Re-

T&M unavailability was 6.4E-2 compared

with a PRA assumption of 1.0E-2 using previous Peach Bottom experience. Based on the Inspector's finding, the licensee began the development of a methodology to begin tracking
system total unavailabilities and evaluate on an ongoing basis the effects on total core damage frequency (CDF)

The root sources

of increased unavailability.
of excessive HPCI T&M unavailability were examined

as

part of this

operating experience review. Forty-three examples of test or maintenance errors (27% of all

HPCI failures) were divided into three contributors to T&Munavailability. Inadequate maintenance or inadequate post maintenance testing accounted for 22 HPCI failures. The prob-

lems included valve packing leaks, misadjusted torque switch settings, miscalibrations of a
steam line differential pressure instrument and an EGR actuator, improper connection

of a

gland exhauster drain line to the tube (high pressure) side of the gland seal condenser, system
adjustment without a retest and a rag left in the turbine sump which disabled the shaft driven

oil pump.
Only two of these errors were discovered in an HPCI operational test at low pressure.
The bulk of these events occurred during maintenance or surveillance testing at power.
ll

l f

4

A second T&Mcategory, consisting of 4 events, is attributable to human error that inadvertently or incorrectly disables the HPCI system. Pertinent examples include the disabling

of the wrong HPCI system at a two unit site, mistakenly disabling the auxiliary oil pump due
to a smoke odor in the HPCI room, and valving errors which later caused a low pump suction
a

'VI

~

A

~

trip or inadequate lube oil pressure.
The final category, "system inadvertently disabled during testing," consists of thirteen
personnel errors that temporarily disabled the HPCI system. These incidents include steam
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line containment isolation valve closure due to testing errors during isolation logic testing,
One valve motor failure due to overheating caused by excessive stroking during a surveillance test and an inverter trip caused by personnel error which resulted in a high voltage con-

dition affecting both Channel C battery chargers, Unlike the first two categories, the majority

of these failures have
Susquehanna

1

a

high probability of recovery.

and 2 have submitted 8 LERs related to test and maintenance practices.

The majority of these LERs documented short term inadvertant HPCI isolations due to testing

errors. The two significant

T2M problems

concern HPCI inoperability due to booster/main

pump misalignment (LER 388 84 022/DCS 8601210482) and the disabling of Unit

1

HPCI

trip logic instead of the Unit 2 HPCI (LER 387 88 022/DCS 8812080205).
In summary, the TAM component of system unavailability must be continuously monitored by the inspe"tor to assure it is as low

as

possible. The licensee should be administra-

tively limiting the time that the HPCI system is in test or maintenance during operation. Systern restoration should be vigorously pursued; HPCI should not be down

reasonably be repaired in hours.

If feasible,

for days,

if it can

portions of the system should be tested during

outages. In addition, HPCI unavailability can also be minimized by adequate root cause anal-

ysis and effective corrective action to avoid multiple system outages to address the same failure. Other, less frequent, contributors include inadvertent or unnecessary removal from ser-

vice and system isolations during calibration or surveillances.

HPCI Failure No. 3

—False High Steam

Line Differential Pressure Isolation Signal

The HPCI system is constantly monitored for leakage by sensing steam flow rate, steam
pressure, area temperatures adjacent to HPCI steam lines and equipment, and high HPCI tur-

bine exhaust pressure.

If a leak

is detected, the system responds by annunciating an alarm and automatically

isolates HPCI. The steam flow rate is monitored by two differential pressure switches located
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across two different elbows in the steam piping inside the primary containment. The flow

measurement is derived by measuring differential pressure across the inside and outside ra-

dius of each elbow.
a

Ifa leak is detected,

the system isolates the HPCI steam line and actuates

control room annunciator.
This failure category has 10 LERs which constitute 6% of the total HPCI failures. One

failure of the differential pressure transmitter (Rosemount Model 1153DBSPA) was attributed to a poor connection between the amplifier card and the pins into which

it plugs. It was

believed the board was incompletely seated during installation or it may have worked loose.

Fermi 2 discovered

a

potential failure of both high delta p transmitters during a channel check

(LER 341 89 004/DCS 8902240077). Division I had

a

stuck indicator, Division II was

miscalibrated due to the use of the wrong head correction valve. Another Rosemount trans-

mitter was discovered to be operating outside its required tolerances (LER 325 89 012/DCS
8905110241). This was attributed to the establishment of conservatively narrow instrument

tolerances during an HPCI steam leak detection setpoint adjustment. The balance of the
Rosemount failures were due to unknown or unspecified causes. There is a generic concern
associated with Rosemount transmitters due to oil leakages that affect instrument accuracy.

Two Barton differential pressure transmitters (model 288A) spurious actuations were
also noted. One was due to moisture intrusion through the dial rod seal; the other was caused

by setpoint drift due to unknown causes.
There are no SSES LERs in this category. Additional information can be found in IE In-

formation Notice 82-16 [28].

—

HPCI Failure No. 4 Turbine Steam Inlet Valve (F001) Fails to Open
Motor operated valve F001 is

a

normally closed, DC powered gate valve. This valve

opens on automatic or manual initiation signal, provided the turbine exhaust valve (F066) is

open, to admit reactor steam up to the turbine stop valve.
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There have been 8 failures

of this valve

to open on demand comprising 5%

of all HPCI

failures, including:

of mechanical/thermal binding

~

two-cases

~

one stuck valve at Cooper attributed to the restelliting

~

one valve motor failure at Fitzpatrick due to insufficient stem lubrication.

at Brunswick

1

of the disk

Other failures were attributed to loose torque switch adjustment screws, potentially insuffi-

cient opening torque concerns and sticking MCC relays.
Selected illustrative valve failures, including root cause and corrective action are presented in Section 6, "Other System Considerations". SSES did not have any reportable failures

of valve F001 to open. However, there
a

is one instance (LER 388 87 007/DCS 8709030223)

of

failure to close during testing, due to relay contacts that were stuck closed.

HPCI Failure Na. 5

—Pump Discharge

Valve (F006) Fails to Open

Motor operated valve F006 is a normally closed DC powered gate valve that is automatically opened upon system initiation. The failure of this valve to open disables HPCI injection
into. the reactor vessel.
The're have been 8 pump discharge failures documented in the operating experience re-

view. This failure mode accounts for 5% of all system failures.
One valve failure at Brunswick 2 (LER 324 85 002/DCS 8808180353) was due to a set

of

mispositioned auxiliary contacts in the valve motor starting time delay relay. Other failures
are more generic, including

tv'ailed motors

a

ground of the DC control voltage at the

torque switch, and inadequate torque concerns due to the use of starting resistors in the valve

motor circuitry. Several of these valve failures are further discussed in Section 6.
The Susquehanna Units have not had any reportable failures of the HPCI pump discharge. valve...,
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HPCI Failure No.

6

—Suppression

Pool Suction Line Valve (F042) Fails to Open

The suppression pool HPCI pump suction valve (F042) is a normally closed, DC powered valve. The HPCI system is initially aligned to the condensate storage tank. The suppres-

sion pool suction valve is opened and the CST suction valve is closed on

level or

a

a

CST low water

high suppression pool level signal. The importance of this HPCI failure mode has

been diminished by the current emergency procedure guidelines which emphasize the contin-

ued use

of outside injection sources. This requires operator action to

bypass the HPCI sup-

pression pool switchover logic to prevent the opening of F042. This is especially true for the
decay heat removal (non ATWS) sequence where it is likely that the CST makeup can be

maintained.
There have been six failures of the suppression pool suction valve to open, representing
4%

of all HPCI failures. All occurred during system surveillances. The valve failures

are ge-

neric in nature and include two motor failures due to insulation degradation, one misadjusted
torque switch, a limit switch failure and a valve disk separation. Table 6-1 presents generic

valve failure details. Although none of these failures is readily recoverable, as stated above
this failure mode is not as critical as it once was.
There hasn't been any reportable HPCI suppression pool suction valve failures at SSES.

—

HPCI Failure No. 7 Minimum Flow Valve (F012) Fails to Open
The minimum flow bypass line is provided for pump protection. The bypass valve, F012,

automatically opens on

a

low flow signal of <300 gpm (from E41-N006) when the pump dis-

charge pressure is greater than 125 psig (from E41-N027). When the bypass is open, flow is

directed to the suppression pool. The valve automatically closes on a high flow signal. During
an actual system demand, the failure

of the min flow valve to

open is important only

if the

opening of the pump discharge valve (F006) is significantly delayed. In general, this combi-

nation of events is not probabilistically significant. With regard to system operation and test-
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0

ing in the minimum flow mode, the licensee response to IE Bulletin 88-04 [29] should be reviewed to determine

if the design of the minimum flow bypass

line is adequate. Unless there

is a design concern or a recurring problem with either component, inspection effort should be

devoted elsewhere.
SSES did not have any reportable problems with min

HPCI Failure No.

8

—System

Startup and operation

flow valve F012.

Actuation Logic Fails

of the HPCI system

is automatically initiated upon detection

of ei-

ther low water level (-38 inches, decreasing) in the reactor vessel or high drywell pressure

(approximately 2 psig, increasing). The HPCI system can also be manually initiated by arming and then depressing the manual initiation switch in the control room.
There were 4 LERs associated with this failure mode. Three were fuse problems, one of

which was attributed to an electrical grounding between the barometric condenser level
switch and the switch housing connections (LER 324 85 004/DCS 8500000000). The remaining LER documents

a

design problem where the system failed to actuate because the low

level signal was not sealed in for a sufficient period of time (LER 324 85 005/DCS
8510090027). This appears to be similar to a Shoreham HPCI logic concern that was the sub-

ject of AEOD report E407 [30].
The LERs illustrate that the failure of the HPCI actuation logic is more likely due to
common causes such as the loss

of power. Unlike the HPCI trip logic, the redundancy

(one

out of two twice) and the diversity (low vessel level/high drywell pressure) of the actuation

logic make it less susceptible to individual sensor failures.
An incident occurred at SSES 2 (LER 388 84 012/DCS 8706160435) where two control
power fuses were removed during a core spray logic modification. Multiple safety related
systems which utilize core spray relay contacts for high drywell pressure and low RPV level

initiation signals were degraded or disabled including the HPCI system.
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HPCI Failure No.

9

—False High Area Temperature

Isolation Signal

The HPCI system is constantly monitored for leakage by sensing steam flow rate, steam
pressure, and area temperatures adjacent to the steam line and equipment.

If a leak

is detect-

ed, the system is automatically isolated and alarmed in the control room. The SSES ambient

temperature monitoring system includes:
~

Equipment room ventilating air inlet and outlet high differential temperature

~

Emergency air cooler inlet high temperature

~

Pipe routing area ventilating air inlet and outlet high differential temperature

~

Pipe routing area high temperature

HPCI isolation will occur when any of the temperature switches trip. This category accounted for three HPCI failures (2%

of all failures). Two component failures occurred.

One

was attributed to the failure of a resistor in the power supply for temperature monitoring mod-

ule N603D (LER 325 86 014/DCS 8608040077). The second failure (LER 354 87 027/DCS

8707310042) occurred when E41-N602C (Riley Tempmatic 86 module) failed. The failure
was considered an isolated event; however, the licensee intends to replace these modules with
a newer

model. The last steam line isolation occurred during normal operation at Hope Creek.

(LER 354 87 007/DCS 8702250474). It was attributed to a design error because the temperature differential setpoint approximated that of normal operation. The minimum intake temperature setpoint was subsequently increased.

ll

There were no reportable HPCI failures related to the high area temperature detection
system. The RCIC system had one failure of temperature indicating switch E51-N600B (LER
388 85 014/DCS 8505160272). No root cause was stated.
J
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HPCI Failure No.

10

—False

Low Suction Pressure Trips

The purpose of the low pump suction pressure trip is to prevent damage to the HPCI
pumps due to loss

of suction.

Pressure switch E41-N010 actuates to cause the turbine stop

valve to close.
There have been two turbine trips attributed to false low suction pressure signals. One

occurred at Cooper (LER 298 85 007/DCS 8509300505) because the low suction pressure
1

switch isolation valve was inadvertently closed. The isolated pressure switch subsequently
actuated, apparently due to changing environmental conditions. The second instance occurred at Brunswick 2 (LER 88 018/DCS 8812210111) when HPCI isolated immediately af-

ter an initiation signal. The operator was able to restart HPCI. The isolation was attributed to
a

low suction pressure trip, which the licensee subsequently permanently disabled. SSES has

not had any HPCI (or RCIC) system isolations due to false low suction pressure trips.

HPCI Failure No.

11

—False High Turbine Exhaust Pressure

Signal

The high turbine exhaust pressure signal is one of several protective turbine trip circuits
that close the turbine stop valve and isolate the HPCI system. The high turbine exhaust pressure signal is generated by pressure switches E41-N017 A or B

if tune

lock for the SSES

valve SWPS is 140 psig and is indicative of a turbine or a control system malfunction.
The operating experience review found one LER. Quad Cities 2 (LER 265 86 004/DCS

8600000000) had a false high turbine exhaust trip that could not be reset. The cause of the trip
was corrosion

of the pressure switch seals (Barksdale diaphragm type, model 02W-M15055)

which allowed moisture into the casing and shorted the wiring.

Fitzpatrick had a more recent occurrence (11/30/89). The root cause was not yet established.
Susquehanna

1

had one instance

of a false high turbine exhaust pressure signal which

could not be reset, thereby disabling the RCIC system (LER 387 83 102/DCS 8308120060).
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The fault was attributed to a microswitch which required adjustment because it was physi-

cally impeded from resetting.

HPCI Failure No.

12

—Normally Open Turbine Exhaust

Valve Fails Closed

The failure of any of the turbine exhaust valves to open results in a turbine trip due to a

valid high turbine exhaust signal. Shoreham (LER 322 85 051/DCS 8612160319) had
ure

a

fail-

of the turbine exhaust line swing check valves. The valve internals were found wedged in

the downstream MOV (F066) arid had the potential to trip the turbine due to high exhaust
pressure. The failure was attributed to the forceful cycling of the swing check discs under low

flow conditions. References [25 and 31] can provide additional background information. A
human error that disabled both the HPCI and RCIC systems occurred in 1981 when an un-

qualified licensee employee locked closed both turbine exhaust valves, and the checkoff procedure did not have proper verification.

HPCI Failure No.

13

—Condensate

Storage Tank/Suppression Pool Switchover Logic

Fails
In the standby mode, the HPCI pump suction is normally aligned to the condensate storage tank (CST). Upon a low CST level signal or a high suppression pool leel signal (via level

switch E41-N015 A or B), the suppression pool suction valve (F042) automatically opens

with subsequent closure of the CST suction valve (F004). System operation continues with
the HPCI booster pump suction from the suppression pool.

The operating experience review,found, one. example of a degraded HPCI pump suction

switchover logic at Fitzpatick (LER 333 87 015/DCS 8710200380). One of the suppression
pool level switches was out of calibration due to a slight amount of foreign material that was
deposited on the float. There have been three other instances of actual or potential failures

that are applicable to the HPCI system. In 1985 at Grand Gulf [32], several Safety Relief
Valves (SRVs) were weeping requiring the suppression pool (SP) to be pumped routinely to
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radwaste to maintain level within Technical Specification limits. This evolution is covered by
the Alarm Response Instruction (ARI) for the SP high level annunciator. After receiving an
SP high level alarm and automatic transfer

of the HPCS suction from the CST to the

SP, the

operators failed to refer to the ARI and manually transferred the HPCS suction back to the

CST before the SP level alarm had cleared and the level had returned to normal.
The HPCS suction valve logic is such that the automatic transfer feature does not reset

until the initiating signal clears. The operators believed the auto transfer to the SP on CST
low level would still occur; however, with an SP high level signal and manual realignment
back to the CST, the HPCS system was technically rendered inoperable because the auto-

matic transfer feature no longer existed.

During the construction phase at Clinton, the NRC identified

a

potential common mode

failure of the codensate storage tank CST level instrumentation for the HPCI and RCIC pump
suction switchover logic due to freezing. The licensee provided tank insulation,

a second

CST

heater and insulation on the instrument line to address this concern [33].

The last incident occurred at Hope Creek in 1986 [34]. The licensee discovered RCIC
was inoperable while attempting to perform the RCIC condensate storage tank (CST) suction

auto-swap to suppression pool functional test. An investigation determined the CST level

transmitters were disconnected approximately 2 weeks earlier, for a design change and were

out of service since that time. The conditions for the RCIC LCO include the capability of au-

tomatically taking

a

suction

fro~ the

suppression pool and transferring the water to the reac-

tor pressure vessel. During this time, while in operational condition 2, reactor pressure was
raised to above 150 psig.

Prior to this incident the Control Room Action Statement Log was only utilized to track
equipment required to be operable in the present mode. RCIC was not entered in the Action
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Statement Log because RCIC was not required to be operable at the time the Design Change
Package work order was approved by Operations to start work.

This PRA-based HPCI failure mode has become less important due to changes in the

BWR Emergency Procedure which generally advocate the continued use of water sources
that are external to the containment. This avoids potential ECCS degradation due to high suppression pool temperature (HPCI high lube oil temperature) while simultaneously increasing

suppression pool mass. The end result is that an HPCI pump suction transfer to the suppres-

sion pool is no longer that desireable and the operator, especially in decay heat accident sequences, is

align

likely to bypass the switchover logic to maintain the CST suction source, or to re-

if a switchover

the continued

to the pool has occurred. Therefore, the inspection focus should be on

viability of the CST as

an injection source during an accident sequence. For ex-

ample, does the CST have sufficient capacity to satisfy long term injection requirements or
are procedures and training in place to provide makeup?

There are no SSES LERs related to CST/suppression pool switchover logic failures.
The Operating Experience Review did not identify any HPCI failures for the following

PRA-based failure modes:
~

Normally Open Pump Discharge Valve (F007) Fails Closed or is Plugged

~

Pump Discharge Check Valve (F005) Fails to Open

~

CST Suction Line Check Valve (F019) Fails to Open

~

CST Suction Line Manual Valve (F010) Plugged

~

Suppression Pool Suction Line Check Valve (F045) Fails to Open

~

Normally Open Steam Line Containment Isolation Valve (F002 or 003) Fails Closed

~

Steam Line Drain Pot Malfunctions

~

Turbine Exhaust Line Vacuum Breaker (F076, 077) Fails to Operate
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The PRA-based prioritization of HPCI failures correlates well with the actual industry

failure experience. With the exception of the first failure mode listed above (MOV F007), all

of the faults listed above have

been designated as "low importance" in the PRA-based ranking

of Section 4.
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OTHER SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS

6.

6.1 Human Error

The potential for human error pervades every aspect of nuclear power plant operation.

Any task that requires. human intervention such

of course, operation

has the potential

as maintenance,

calibration, surveillance and,

for human error. Probabilistic Risk Assessments typi-

cally emphasize operator error both in fault trees (system failure diagrams) and in the event
trees that describe accident sequences.

As such, these failures are usually gross actions that

can fail a complete system. Typical PRA-based HPCI human errors are:
1.

Failure to manually start the high pressure injection system

2. Failure
a pump

if automatic

actuation fails.

of the operator to transfer pump suction from the CST to the suppression pool after
trip on low suction pressure due to CST unavailability.

3. Failure to drain HPCI steam line drain pot, given drain valve failures.

4. Failure to provide makeup to the CST during an ATWS event.
5. Failure to transfer pump suction from the suppression pool to the CST during an event with
a

high suppression pool temperature. There are two cases when this must be performed,

one during an ATWS event and one during a non-ATWS event with the failure

of suppres-

sion pool cooling.
6. Failure to override the HPCI high-temperature isolation logic

(for station blackout se-

quences).

7. Operator recovers from initial failure of HPCI.
8. Miscalibration

of HPCI sensor(s) disables system actuation, high RPV level isolation or

results in false isolation signals.
9. Failure to reset the HPCI system for operation after testing or maintenance.
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With the exception of the last two entries, these human errors are either conditional (that
is, they must be considered within the context

of an HPCI failure or isolation errors

1, 2 and

3) or event specific (items 4 through 7). These requirements make direct observation

unlikely. The potential for these human errors can be evaluated indirectly by

a

review of the

licensee procedures and observation of operator performance at a simulator.

The last two human errors can occur during normal operation and are therefore more

inspectable. Resident Inspectors routinely examine surveillance, calibration and maintenance practices and procedures and perform ECCS control room and plant lineup

verificatons. HPCI operability is confirmed by checking the steam supply and exhaust lineup,
pump suction and discharge lineups and the control function settings (hand/auto station in au-

tomatic). In addition, the SSES bypass indication panel also provides information on ECCS

availability.
There is a second source of human error that is not readily discernible in most risk assessments

because

it is not considered

failure. It is the human contribution to

as a separate

component unavailability. The component failure estimates are developed from plant specific
experience,

ifenough

data exists, or from other, more generic, data sources. In either case, the

unavailability estimate of a standby component is based on the number of failures per total
demands. This estimate inherently includes all failures caused by human error. Based on the

operating experience review,

it is estimated that more

than 50%

of the HPCI failures

have a

human error contribution. The more unusual human errors have been included with the illus-

trative examples of Section 5.
As previously indicated, the examination of licensee practices and procedures, as well as
the application

of industry experience,

can help reduce that portion

ity that is due to human error. In the reactive mode,

a

of the HPCI unavailabil-

thorough root cause analysis and suit-

able corrective measures can prevent similar occurrences in the future.
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6.2 HPCI Support Systems
The high pressure coolant injection system is dependent on other systems (called support
systems) for successful operation. These systems are:

DC Power

HPCI Actuation

—For system control (125 V DC) and valve movement (250 V DC).
—RPV level and primary containment pressure instrumentation for systern

initiation and shutdown.

—For HPCI pump room cooling to support long term operations.
k

Room Cooling

This

function requires service water (for cooling) and AC power for the fan
motor.

During the HPCI Operational Experience Review the support system influence on HPCI

availability was apparent. The loss or degradation of the DC battery or bus that powers HPCI
has a straightforward effect. Besides the battery charger problems or fuse openings, the more

unusual DC system problems included a battery degradation due to corrosion of the plates.

The suspected cause was a galvanic reaction due to plate weld metal impurities. Another concern is insufficient voltage at the load during transients which could trip the station inverters

or fail MOVs (Browns Ferry
particular concern during

a

1,

loss

Brunswick

1

8c 2

and Nine

Mile Point

1). This would be

of

of offsite power or a station blackout event.

The loss of room cooling's effect on continued HPCI operation is not as clear. The system is typically required to support long term,HPCI operation. Besides the random failures

which can occur at any time, there is one sequence specific effect that should be examined.

During station blackout, the room cooling is lost when continued HPCI operation is critical.
The licensee actions to preserve HPCI operation should be examined. For example, some
plants

willopen pump room doors to promote convective cooling, but that

does not necessar-

ily assure continued HPCI operation. The licensee should have pump room
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and steam line

temperature calculations or have other proceduralized provisions (bypass high temperature

isolation) to assure long term HPCI operability.
The RPV level or high drywell pressure instrumentation is required for multiple ECCS
systems including HPCI. The operating experience review did not have any pertinent exam-

ples because the ECCS actuation instruments logic does not activate HPCI directly, but uses

intermediate ECCS systems to relay the signal.

In summary, support systems problems can impact HPCI operation sometimes in a less
than straightforward manner. In the context

of specific accident

sequences these support sys-

tems may be more prone to failure. The inspector should verify licensee awareness

of these

interaction relations and confirm that compensating measures are adequate.
6.3 HPCI Systems Interactions

Unlike support system failures, such

as

room cooling or DC power, systems interactions

refer to unrelated system failures that can disable HPCI. Although there is no PRA category,
the operating experience review has three examples

of system interactions, all fire protection

system malfunctions that disabled HPCI.

A fire protection system surveillance test was being performed at the Fitzpatrick plant,
when approximately one gallon of water was drained onto a battery motor control center

(MCC). Water drained into the breaker cubicle for the HPCI steam supply valve causing

a

breaker overload trip and valve inoperability (LER 33386012/DCS 8606300132). Again at

Fitzpatrick,

a

flow control valve-test coupling cracked. The water spray flowed through

grating and leaked onto

a

a

battery MCC (LER 33386021/DCS 8701280386). The moisture

disabled a main steam line drain loss of power monitor. The MCC was deenergized to inspect
and dry components which disabled the HPCI system. The licensee intends to make the MCC

more water tight. Water falling from a control room HVAC vent onto an analog trip system

panel disabled multiple systems at Hatch
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1

including HPCI (LER 32185018/DCS

8506260447). The HPCI trip solenoid was energized which disabled the system. The water
was caused by the activation

of the fire protection deluge system in a control room HVAC fil-

ter train.
The HPCI system at Dresden 3 was disabled when the HPCI room automatic sprinkler
system activated (LER 24981039) after a system test and after the room ventilation system
was shutdown. The probable cause was the buildup

of steam vapor from the leakoff drain sys-

tem which activated an ionization detector. At the time, the

lation of fusible links on the sprinkler heads so both

a

utility was considering the instal-

high temperature and a smoke detector

alarm would be required to activate the sprinkler system. With regard to the rating of the fus-

ible links, the licensee's calculation of HPCI pump room temperature during Station Blackout should be reviewed. The complete loss of AC power disables HPCI room cooling, resulting in high temperatures during system operation. The fire protection system could actuate on
a

valid high temperature signal

if the

fusible links are rated too low. This could disable the

HPCI system at a critical time. (The LOCA Outside Containment discussion presented later
in this section has

a

related concern.)

More recently (November, 1989) at Quad Cities the HPCI turbine oil reserve deluge system activated during an HPCI turbine overspeed test due to a Finwal temperature switch

setpoint drift. The deluge system was inadvertently activated again, two days later when

it

was being returned to service.

6.4 Simultaneous Unavailability of Multiple Systems

Multiple system unavailability is of concern because of the increased risk associated
with continued operation, Although technical specification 3.0.3 tends to limit the risk exposure somewhat, the licensee should avoid planned multiple system outages,

if possible.

Within the context of the accident sequences discussed previously (Section 3), certain
combinations of system unavailability result in a much greater risk of core damage. For ex-
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ample, the HPCI operating experience review had nine LERs that documented simultaneous

HPCI and RCIC unavailability. During this period, the probability of core damage is greatly
increased for accident seque'nces that require HPCI and RCIC for mitigation. This would in-

clude all the sequences described in the Accident Sequence Description except "Unisolated

LOCA Outside Containment." The unavailability of HPCI and an emergency diesel generator
would have similar impact on plant risk. Additionally, the simultaneous unavailability of
HPCI and ADS (one LER, due to logic testing) somewhat impacts Sequence

1,

"Loss of High

Pressure Injection and Failure to Depressurize."

Although some of these LER examples of multiple system unavailability were due to
random failures, the majority involve licensee decisions to disable a system for surveillance

when another critical system is not operable. Unless absolutely necessary, these configura-

tions should be avoided,
the risk

of core

as

habitual entry into technical specification 3.0.3 greatly increases

damage.

6.5 HPCI Valve Failures

Many of the HPCI valve failures, whether the turbine steam admission, the pump discharge, the minimum flow valve, etc. can be considered to be generic, i.e., not related to a

specific application. Table 6-1 presents the less common valve failure modes. A failure de-

scription, root cause and corrective action is provided for information and potential inspec-

tion applications. References [38-44] provide additional information on generic valve failures.

6.6 LOCA Outside Containment

Unlike the HPCI failures of Section 5 which describe the unavailability of the system for
core damage mitigation, four events have occurred where HPCI is a potential LOCA outside
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containment initiator. These LERs consist of degradations of the steam line isolation function
and pump suction line overpressurizations. The two steam line isolation problems both oc-

curred at Dresden 2. One was a steam line differential pressure transmitter with a non conser-

vative setting. The other was

a

failure of the inboard containment isolation valve to close. No

root causes were stated.
The remaining two incidents were inadvertent pressurizations

of the HPCI low pressure

piping. A pump suction overpressurization occurred at Fermi (LER 341 87 030/DCS 87032
10620) during a system test. A pressure surge

of -800 psig occurred in the HPCI pump suc-

tion piping after a turbine trip. The event was attributed to the slow closure of pump discharge

lift check

valve (F005). The licensee replaced the valve with

a

swing check, which is ex-

pected to close faster.

Pilgrim also had

a

HPCI overpressurization event (LER 29.3 83 048) during

a

HPCI

logic surveillance. The two pump discharge MOVs (F006,007) were left partially open due to
personnel error. In addition, the upstream check valve (F005) was not properly seated. The

HPCI pump suction line was overpressurized by the feedwater header, failing the turbine
gland seal condenser seals, over ranging instrumentation and discharging feedwater into the

HPCI pump room. A similar RCIC overpressurization occurred on April 12, 1989 and is the
subject of Inspection Report 50-293 89-80 [45].

More recently, (October 31, 1989) Dresden 2 declared HPCI inoperable due to elevated

piping temperatures in the pu~p discharge line. The 260'F temperature was caused by
feedwater back leakage through the closed injection valves. Discharge piping supports were
damaged, attributable to waterhammer caused by steam void collapse upon system initiation.

In addition to the potential for piping damage, steam binding of the pumps is also

a

consider-

ation. Information Notice 89-36 [46] provides additional information on elevated ECCS pip-

ing temperature.
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The Duane Arnold plant notified the NRC (11/03/89)

of a potential interaction between

the fire protection system and the HPCI/RCIC steam leak detection systems. The HPCI and

RCIC isolation setpoints are a room temperature of 175'F or a differential temperature between sensors of 50'F. The water deluge fire protection system has a fusible link of 160'F.
These setpoints can cause deluge system activation that prevents the detection of a steam
l7

leak. The licensee plans to increase the fusible link temperature to 200'F and remove the rate

of change actuation of the deluge system.
a related

(See the HPCI Systems Interactions Subsection

for

concern.)

In general, the HPCI LOCA outside containment initiator is

a

very small contributor to

total core damage. The diverse stream line break detection logic and the downstream
feedwater check valve reduce the potential for an unisolated LOCA outside containment. The
examples presented above are potential areas

of inspection to assure that plant design or oper-

ation does not increase the potential for this initiator.
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Table 6-1
HPCI Valve Failure Summary

Failure Description

LER/DCS No.

Plant

Root Cause

Corrcctlve Measures

Comments

Cities I

254 87 004/
8703310497

CST suction valve failed to fully
close during testing.

Slight disc/body misalignment occurred over time due to horizontal
valve mounting. Incrcascd rcsistancc caused torque switch to stop
closure.

Open limit switch adjusted so valve
did not open quite as far.

Browns
Ferry I

259 87 027/
8808150227

Suppression pool suction line manual valve stem separated from thc
disk.

Valve disk and shaft connected by a
kcy which is held in place by a
cover secured by four bolts. Three
bolts failed duc to tcnsilc overload.

Assoctated Control
Valve repaired, similar valves inspected. Valves were scheduled for Equipment Inc. hand
control valve.
inspection and testing during the
next refueling outage.

Quad

265 85 023/
8601300019

Containment Isolation Valve failed
to open (FTO) after packing replaced.

Large differential prcssure created a Open MCC contactor closed, valve
high torque condition. Bypass limit stroked to verify operability.
switch was set under zero delta P
and opened prematurely.

Note I

277 89 004/
8904280002

During a review liccnscc dctcrmined turbine steam admission and
pump discharge valve may not have
enough torque to open.

Thc presence of step starting resistors with degraded DC voltage and
high ambient temperatures during
design basis events not considcrcd
in torque requirements.

Step starting resistors rcmovcd,
evaluation extended to other DC
MOVs.

Discovered during a rcvicw based on INPO
SER 25.88 and IE In.
formation Notice

Valve rcpaircd, screws correctly
torqucd. Other safety related valves
inspected, torque switch limiter
plates installed and procedures revised.

Quad

Cities 2

Peach

Bottom 2

88-72.

Pilgrim

293 89 013/
8905090006

Turbine steam admission valve
FTO. Valve operator motor windings failed.

Torque switch adjusted screws
loose which affected thc torque setting and damaged thc valve.

Cooper

298 85 OI I/
8511260500

Min flow valve inoperable due to
damaged motor starter disconnect

Switch damage duc to over-travel of Switch rcplaccd, similar switches
the operating handle duc to poor
inspected. Possible redesign or reswitch design.
placement considcrcd..

switch.

Brunswick
2

Note

324 87 001/
8705130141

Pump discharge valve FTO afler
scram.

I: It is unclear ifthe corrcctivc action addressed

the root cause.

Failure attributed to possible heat
related breakdown of valve motor
internals.

Valve motor replaced.

Note I

Table 6-1
HPCI Valve Failure Summary (Cont.)

Plant,'ER/DCS
Brunswick
I
>

Brunswick

I

No.

Failure Description

Corrective Measures

Root Cause

Iigh voltage transients in motor
hunt coil which occur when supply
rcakcr opened caused failure.

325 87 023/
&807070018

Turbine steam supply valve FTG
due to motor failure.

325 88 011/
8812060242

Suppression pool pump suction
valve FTO duc to motor failure.

325 88 012/
8809160294

Turbine steam admission valve FTO Mechanical/thermal disk binding
duc to failure of valve motor wind- duc to inadequate clcarances,
caused by procedural and training
ings.
inadcquacics.

otor winding insulation degradation duc to thc high voltage transients dcscribcd above.

hunt coil circuitry of DC motor
ontrol circuiting modified to inlude surge protection.
Sec LER 325 87 023.

A hole was drilled in thc disk as an
interim measure to address thermal
binding. Double disks will be installed during future refueling outagcs.

325 88 017/
8809160271

Scc LER 325 88 012

Thermal binding. Motor gears reSec LER 325 88 012, standing orplaced, larger power supply cable to der issued to provide for four hour
motor. Can occur for -2 hours after warmup.
system return to service following
piping cooldown.

Fitzpatrick

333 &6 003/
8604150301

Thc outboard stcam supply bypass
valve failed to operate during testing because of motor damage due to
overheating.

Clutch mechanism jammed bccausc
of corrosion due to a steam packing
leak. The motor could not cngagc
which caused it to opcratc in excess
of its duty cycle.

Valve repaired.

Fermi

341 88 028/

Pump discharge valve FTO during
survcillancc testing.

Valve limit switch compartment

Spare heater assembly rcmovcd
from this valve and several other
similar valves.

8808310213

Note

I: It is unclear ifthe corrcctivc action addressed

the root cause.

spare heater assembly bracket
grounded the DC control voltage at
the torque switch.

Comments

7.

SUiiIMARY
This System Risk-based Inspection Guide has been developed

as an

aid to HPCI system

inspections at SSES. The document presents a risk-based discussion of the HPCI role in accident mitigation and provides PRA-based HPCI failure modes (Sections 3 and 4). Most PRA

oriented inspection plans end here and require the inspector to rely on his experience and
knowledge of plant specific and BWR operating history.

'owever,

the system RIG uses industry operating experience, including illustrative ex-

amples, to augment the basic PRA failure modes. The risk-based input and the operating ex-

perience have been combined in Table 7-1 to develop a composite BWR HPCI failure rank-

ing. This information can be used to optimize NRC resources by allocating proactive
inspection effort based on risk and industry experience. In conjunction, the more important or
unusual component faults are summarized in Section 5 and provide potential areas of NRC

oversight both for routine inspections and the "post mortems" conducted after significant
failures.

A comparison of the SSES and the BWR, HPCI failure distributions

is presented in Ta-

ble 7-1. Although the plant specific dates is limited, certain SSES components exhibit a pro-

portionally higher than expected contribution to total HPCI failures.
These components are candidates for greater inspection activity and the generic

prioritization should be adjusted accordingly.
This generic ranking of HPCI failures has not been revised to reflect the presently available SSES LER data, because the plant specific distribution

of HPCI failures

is expected to

change with time.

As the plant matures, operational experience is assimilated by the utility's staff and re-

flected in the plant procedures. For example, the incidence of inadvertent HPCI isolations
due to surveillance and calibration activities is expected to decrease. Conversely, in time, ag-
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ing related faults are expected to become

a

contributor to the SSES HPCI failure distribution.

The operating experience section, particularly Table 5-3, has identified several aging related

failures at Arnold, Hatch, Cooper and Brunswick, generally in the pump and turbine electron1cs.

The SSES HPCI failure distribution of Table 7-1 can be periodically updated as the plant
matures. This report includes all HPCI LERs up to mid 1989. Subsequent LERs can be corre-

lated with the PRA failure categories, update the plant specific HPCI failure contribution and
compared with the more static HPCI BWR failure distribution. The industry operating expe-

rience is developed from a variety

time than

a

of BWR plants

and is expected to exhibit less variance with

single plant. This information can be trended to predict where additional inspec-

tion oversight is warranted

as the

plant matures.
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Table 7-1
Susquehanna HPCI System RIG Summary

All BWRS
Failure Contribution 9u

Failure Descrl tlon
Pump or Turbine Fails to Start

Failure Rankin

2

Number of Failures

3 SSES

Failure Contribution %

or

Run.
lube oil supply faults
loss

of lube oil cooling

turbine stop valve lailurcs
turbine control valve faults
turbine exhaust rupture disk failures

turbine ovcrspccd and rcsct problem

flow controller failures
invertcr trips or failures

15

turbine speed control faults

misccllancous-valid high steam

flow
during testing
total

40
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COMMENTS

Table 7-1
Susquehanna HPCI System RIG Summary

Failure Descrl tlon
System Unavailable due to T&M

AII BWRS
Failure Contribution 9u

Failure Rankin

2

Number of Failures

27

3 SSES

Failure Contribution %

COMMENTS
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Activities
False High Steam Line Differen-

5,7

tial Pressure Signal
Turbine-Stcam Inlet Valve (FOOI)
Fails to Open
Pump Discharge Valve (F006)
Fails to Open
Systems Interactions Fail HPCI

System Actuation Logic Fails
False High Area Tcmpcrature Isolation Signal

5,7

False Low Suction Prcssure Trip
False High Turbine Exhaust Signal

0
IO

0

5,7
5,7

Normally Open Turbine Exhaust
Valve Fails Closed
CST/Suppression Pool Switchover
Logic Fails

12

Suppression Pool Suction Valve
(F042) Fails to Open

l3

Minimum Flow Valve (FOI2) Fails

l4

to Open

0

6,9

0

6, IO

Table 7-1
Susquehanna HPCl System RlG Summary

All BWRS
Failure Descrl tlon
Normally Open Pump Discharge
Valve (F007)

Failure Contribution 9u

Failure Rankin
NIA

Fails Closed or is Plugged
Pump Discharge Check Valve
(F005) Fails to Open

N/A

CST Suction Linc Check Valve
(F019) Fails to Open

N/A

Suppression Pool Suction Unc
Check Valve (F045)

NIA

Fails to Open

Normally Open Steam Linc Containmcnt Isolation

N/A

Valve (F002, 003) Fails Closed
Steam Line Drain Pot Malfunc-

N/A

lions

Turbine Exhaust Line Vacuum
Breaker (F076,007)
Fails to Opcratc

NIA

2

Number of Failures

3 SSES

Failure Contribution %

COMMENTS

Table 7-1
Comments
1.
"

Failure contribution is expressed as

a percentage

of all significant HPCI failures

as

devel-

oped by the Operating Experience Review.

2. Failure ranking is a subjective prioritization based on PRA and operational input, recovery

potential, current accident management philosophy and conditional failures,
3. SSES significant HPCI failures are based on a review

as

applicable.

of all available LERs (1982 to mid

1989).

4. Although some caution is warranted due to the limited plant specific data, this failure mode
seems to comprise a disproportionate fraction

is a candidate

of the

SSES HPCI unavailability. This area

for enhanced inspection attention.

5. Failure importance was upgraded from the PRA-based ranking

of Table 4-1.

6. Failure importance was downgraded from the PRA-based ranking

of Table 4-1.

7. HPCI isolation and trip logics are significant contributors to unavailability. The system

can be isolated by a single malfunction, yet instrument surveillance intervals can be greater

than the more reliable actuation logic.
8. Unlike the system

trip and isolation logic the actuation logic arrangement (one out-of-two

twice) diminishes the importance of a single instrument to reliable system operation. At
least two low RPV level or two high drywell pressure sensors must fail. As shown in Sec-

tion 5, availability is more dependent on control power.
9. The latest BWROG Emergency Procedure Guidelines deemphasize the suppression pool
as an

injection source.

10.

Conditional on the delayed opening of the pump discharge line valve, F006.

11.

Unlike the rest of the failure modes listed herein, "Systems Interactions" is not
PRA-based.

It was identified as a significant failure mechanism during the

perience review and is discussed in Section 6.
59

operating ex-
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